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Abstract—End to end available bandwidth is often constrained by IEEE 802.11 hops in the access network. Available bandwidth measurement is particularly challenging in the wireless environment because of adaptive data rates, a time varying channel, and CSMA/CA based contention instead of simple FIFO queueing. We present a novel estimation scheme for IEEE 802.11 networks in infrastructure mode, based on passive monitoring, without any need for access point cooperation or protocol modifications. We employ an empirical map of relationships local to the client station, and direct measurements of channel utilisation, combined with the known packet size dependent overheads. In testbed experiments we show how the method provides a reliable lower bound of the achievable IP bandwidth, which is also a good point estimate in the case where sources are not greedy. We compare against probegap, an alternative method which also measures channel utilisation, but does not take rate or PER into account.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The literature on end-to-end techniques for network measurement, including both active probing and passive monitoring, is now quite extensive. However, this literature is overwhelming wireline based, because the dominant model describing link packet delays in wired networks breaks in the more complex wireless case. This wired model is both simple, and a good abstraction for many store and forward network devices in use today [1]. It is characterised by a well defined constant link capacity, FIFO scheduling of packets, and very low and near-constant Packet Error Rates (PER). In contrast, in 802.11 networks the capacity varies widely depending on conditions, scheduling is contention based, and interference and contention effects result in highly variable PER.

Not surprisingly, the very different nature of the 802.11 MAC results in measurement techniques based on the wireline model simply failing [2], [3]. Furthermore, results show more complex behaviour as a function of parameters, such as packet size, than one expects from wireline experience. A new model is needed specific to 802.11 networks to form the foundation for the design of end-to-end measurement methods. Finding a simple, parsimonious one is very challenging given the number of factors influencing wireless performance. There has been little work in this space [3], however the problem is important since even a single wireless link in a path invalidates the use of wireline measurement methods applied to the entire path. Furthermore, since such access links are often path bottlenecks, even 1-hop results, measured from the wireless station, are of immediate interest to applications and the user.

This paper addresses the problem of how a wireless station can determine the wireless bandwidth available to it. We consider the common case of a 802.11 network in ‘infrastructure mode’, and assume that the RTS/CTS reservations scheme is not used. Our method does not require association to, or cooperation from, the AP, and is based on passive monitoring performed at the client station only. It works for all current 802.11 variants, uses only commonly available hardware, and is not based on any special feature which is likely to become unavailable in the future.

Our approach takes into account each of the key factors which determine available bandwidth in a systematic way:

(i) Effective use of physical layer information: by itself, signal strength is a very poor indicator of performance, but we show how it can be effectively used when combined with other parameters.

(ii) Incorporating the right link layer rate: this has a huge impact, consider that a given window in time can fit many more packets at a high rate (say 54 Mbps under 802.11a) than at a low rate (say 6 Mbps).

(iii) Incorporating inherent packet size dependency: one simple and large source of packet dependency of bandwidth is due to the known overhead structure of 802.11 MAC. We account for it explicitly.

(iv) Separating physical and contention components of PER: driver rate selection algorithms currently reduce rate under high PER. We explain how this is the wrong thing to do and emphasize the importance of isolating rate decisions from contention effects.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the 802.11 standard, our testbed, and the enormous importance of packet size and data rate, and section 3 briefly describes relevant prior work. Section 4 carefully outlines the principles and arguments underlying Speedo, and uses experimental data to argue for an empirical approach. Section 5 evaluates Speedo in a series of test scenarios in the laboratory, and also uses experiments to show how Speedo compares to probegap. We conclude in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND

A. The 802.11 Wireless LAN Standard

The original IEEE 802.11 standard detailed the Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) of Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). Subsequent revisions (namely 802.11b, g, and n) improve the physical layer but retain the same MAC. Variants such as 802.11s for mesh networking, or 802.11e which supports different service classes, do alter the MAC, but only in ways which can be easily accounted for by our approach. We now describe details of the 802.11{a,b,g,n} MAC for the widely used infrastructure mode, where a central Access Point (AP) bridges the data between all participating (or associated) stations (STAs).

The Distributed Co-ordinated Function (DCF), the default MAC mechanism to transmit and receive frames, uses Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), which operates as follows. When a frame is ready for transmission, the station waits until the channel is sensed continuously idle for a Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS) time interval. If this occurs straight away, and the last transmitted frame was not from this station, transmission proceeds. Otherwise, to minimize collisions and prevent channel capture, a backoff counter is used to defer transmission. The counter is initialised uniformly at random to a value $c$ in the contention window $[0,C_w]$ measured in slots. It is decremented for each idle slot beyond the DIFS interval following the first (and any subsequent) periods sensed busy, and is frozen otherwise. The frame is transmitted when $c$ reaches zero. The destination station, after receiving the frame correctly, transmits an acknowledgment (ACK) frame back to the source after a Short Inter-Frame Space (SIFS) interval. Since DIFS > SIFS, ACKs will not collide with data packets provided the former can be heard by all stations.

Frames may be corrupted due to physical layer issues, collisions of contending data frames, or collisions of ACK and data frames involving hidden terminals. If the transmission is unsuccessful, the contention window size $C_w$, initially $C_w^+$, is doubled (up to a max. of $C_w^{+\max}$) and retransmission attempted.

B. Testbed

Our testbed consists of wireless clients, access points, PCs and traffic generators. We chose Linux as the operating system in order to benefit from open source driver code, and focussed on 802.11a,e to avoid interference from neighboring 802.11{b,g} networks. Experiments were conducted both in a busy office environment, and a large empty room, both during the day and at night.

The wireless hardware consists of Linksys [4] and Netgear cards, based on Atheros chipsets [5], which can operate in each of 802.11{a,e,b,g}. We used the Multiband Atheros Driver for Wireless Fidelity (MADWIFI) [6], a Linux kernel driver for Atheros-based Wireless LAN devices. We used the $\beta$ release madwifi-old rather than the more current (madwifi-ng, then an $\alpha$ release), as this enabled data rate to be held constant for controlled experiments. The PCs are each Pentium III or higher, running Fedora Core 5, kernel version 2.6.18.

We make extensive use of accurate passive monitoring. Most wireless card manufacturers (including Linksys and Netgear) provide a monitor mode, similar to promiscuous mode in wired Ethernet, whereby all valid packets within range of the card on a given channel are captured, even those not destined for it. Exceptions occur when packets are generated at the physical layer, and so never pass by the driver based monitoring. This includes beacon frames if the monitor is in an AP, and ACKs on the data receiver side. The MADWIFI driver supports client or AP mode being used simultaneously with monitor mode. Because there are known problems with monitor mode [7], [8] (monitors can fail to see all packets due to resource constraints), we subsequently installed a sniffer node (which sends no traffic) to check monitor performance. The sniffer uses a Linksys card whereas the client station uses Netgear. We found the monitor to report losses reliably, even under high load. Monitored IP packets have MAC headers and physical layer PRISM headers appended, and are subsequently caught via the libpcap [9] capture library and stored. The packet traces are later filtered by tcpdump and processed by programs we wrote in C++ and Matlab to access the information we require at different protocol levels:

- **IP**: packet size, PC system timestamp;
- **MAC**: retry bit;
- **PHY**: RSSI, data rate, resent packet counter.

The per-packet Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is available in all IEEE 802.11 compliant cards. In our case it is measured over each preamble and physical layer header and is hence independent of packet size. The mapping between RSSI to SNR is not standardized by IEEE, but is supplied by vendors. For our cards, $\text{RSSI} = \text{SNR}$, and $S = \text{SNR} + W$ where $S$ is signal strength and $W$ is room temperature thermal noise taken to be $-95$ dBm.

We use the ‘resent packet counter’ (the number of times the packet has been sent) to calculate Packet Error Rate (PER) precisely in client stations. To enable this using the madwifi-old driver some modifications were needed. The MAC retry bit is used for PER estimation of packets captured by the monitor but originating from other stations.

To simulate competing background IP traffic we use open source generators. We primarily use the Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG) [10] to generate TCP and UDP traffic of various types, in particular (pseudo) Poisson UDP traffic. Some experiments were also performed using Iperf [11], which generates periodic UDP traffic only. We used RUDE [12] in our implementation of probegap, to provide a finer level of control of the probing stream.

C. IP Bandwidth over IEEE 802.11

IP transport over IEEE 802.11 incurs both deterministic and random overheads. When using DCF access, the total effective duration in seconds of an IP packet of size $l$ bits transmitted at rate $r$, including the MAC level ACK transmitted at rate $r_a$, and an effective backoff time of $c$ slots, is

$$T(l, r, c) = \left( A + \frac{h_a}{r_a} \right) + \frac{h + l}{r} + c\tau, \quad (1)$$

We make extensive use of accurate passive monitoring. Most wireless card manufacturers (including Linksys and Netgear) provide a monitor mode, similar to promiscuous mode in wired Ethernet, whereby all valid packets within range of the card on a given channel are captured, even those not destined for it. Exceptions occur when packets are generated at the physical layer, and so never pass by the driver based monitoring. This includes beacon frames if the monitor is in an AP, and ACKs on the data receiver side. The MADWIFI driver supports client or AP mode being used simultaneously with monitor mode. Because there are known problems with monitor mode [7], [8] (monitors can fail to see all packets due to resource constraints), we subsequently installed a sniffer node (which sends no traffic) to check monitor performance. The sniffer uses a Linksys card whereas the client station uses Netgear. We found the monitor to report losses reliably, even under high load. Monitored IP packets have MAC headers and physical layer PRISM headers appended, and are subsequently caught via the libpcap [9] capture library and stored. The packet traces are later filtered by tcpdump and processed by programs we wrote in C++ and Matlab to access the information we require at different protocol levels:

- **IP**: packet size, PC system timestamp;
- **MAC**: retry bit;
- **PHY**: RSSI, data rate, resent packet counter.

The per-packet Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is available in all IEEE 802.11 compliant cards. In our case it is measured over each preamble and physical layer header and is hence independent of packet size. The mapping between RSSI to SNR is not standardized by IEEE, but is supplied by vendors. For our cards, $\text{RSSI} = \text{SNR}$, and $S = \text{SNR} + W$ where $S$ is signal strength and $W$ is room temperature thermal noise taken to be $-95$ dBm.

We use the ‘resent packet counter’ (the number of times the packet has been sent) to calculate Packet Error Rate (PER) precisely in client stations. To enable this using the madwifi-old driver some modifications were needed. The MAC retry bit is used for PER estimation of packets captured by the monitor but originating from other stations.

To simulate competing background IP traffic we use open source generators. We primarily use the Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG) [10] to generate TCP and UDP traffic of various types, in particular (pseudo) Poisson UDP traffic. Some experiments were also performed using Iperf [11], which generates periodic UDP traffic only. We used RUDE [12] in our implementation of probegap, to provide a finer level of control of the probing stream.

C. IP Bandwidth over IEEE 802.11

IP transport over IEEE 802.11 incurs both deterministic and random overheads. When using DCF access, the total effective duration in seconds of an IP packet of size $l$ bits transmitted at rate $r$, including the MAC level ACK transmitted at rate $r_a$, and an effective backoff time of $c$ slots, is

$$T(l, r, c) = \left( A + \frac{h_a}{r_a} \right) + \frac{h + l}{r} + c\tau, \quad (1)$$
where $A = \text{DIFS} + \text{SIFS} + (\text{Pre} + \text{PHY}) \cdot 2$ sums the bits in the guard bands, preamble, and physical header, $h$ and $h_a$ are the header sizes of data packets and ACKs respectively, and $\tau$ is the slot width. The preamble and physical layer header are always transmitted at the lowest rate. The rate $r$ for data depends on network conditions, whereas the ACK rate $r_a = \min(r, \max\{r_s\})$ depends on the AP specified rates $\{r_s\}$ in the network settings. Our monitoring provides the actual value used.

Since $l$ IP bits are transmitted in $T(l, r, c)$ seconds, the IP bandwidth is just

$$\text{IP Bandwidth} = \text{IPB}(l, r, c) = \frac{l}{T(l, r, c)} \text{ bps.}$$

Figure 1 plots IPB$(l, r, c)$ in the case of 802.11e as a function of $l$ using rates $r = \{6, 24, 54\}$ Mbps (and $r_s = \{6, 12, 24\}$). Curves are shown for $c = 0$: an upper bound corresponding to zero contention, and $c = C_w/2$: an average value corresponding to a single greedy user selecting $c$ uniformly in $[0, C_w]$, with no errors or retransmissions. The key observation here is the heavy dependence of IP bandwidth on both packet size and data rate.

For each $r$ we also run experiments using a single greedy UDP Poisson packet stream (from a station to an AP) for which we expect the achievable bandwidth to be close to, but, due to physical layer errors, a little below IPB$(l, r, C_w/2)$. The measurements bear this out well. When performing the same experiments using 802.11a however, the measurement curves coincided almost exactly with the $c = 0$ bounds. A large number of other experiments confirmed the that the backoff behaviour of our driver under 802.11a was far from the standard. This motivated our use of 802.11e for the testing of Speedo, and provided an opportunity to illustrate how different 802.11 variants are easily accomodated.

We use the 802.11e extension to 802.11a in best effort mode only, where it behaves essentially like 802.11a, apart from some header size changes and ‘DIFS’ becoming the slightly larger ‘AIFS’ (we call this ‘DIFS’ here).

D. The Idea of Available Bandwidth

If the capacity of a link $C$ is constant, and the traffic rate given by a stationary process $X(t)$, then the available bandwidth can be defined as the expected free capacity $B = C - \mathbb{E}[X(t)]$. As has often been pointed out however, this measure of unused capacity may not correspond to what applications actually see. For example sources running TCP will react to a new flow, establishing a new equilibrium where the bandwidth share for the new flow may be larger than $B$.

In 802.11 networks, even if traffic sources are not reactive (such as simple UDP streams), the contention based 802.11 MAC [13] acts as a fairness mechanism so that, again, what is measured as free may not be what is experienced, and furthermore will depend on parameters such as the number of competing streams, which may be unknown. Accordingly, Speedo aims to provide a lower bound, an achievable bandwidth, to the available bandwidth. We define the latter operationally as the bandwidth that was obtained during our validation experiments involving a greedy source as defined below. In a nutshell, we find that if sources do not back off, our achievable bandwidth comes close to the measured available bandwidth, and is typically (but not necessarily) lower than it. If they do, it is a lower bound whose tightness is a function of several factors, notably packet size and packet error rate.

III. PREVIOUS WORK

Compared to the extensive wireline literature, there are few papers in the area of bandwidth estimation in 802.11 networks. The paper most closely related to ours is [3], which aims specifically to estimate available bandwidth, and highlights as we do the importance of measuring utilisation, or equivalently idle fraction, as a metric of relevance beyond FIFO systems. However there are many important differences, including measuring IPB through active probing rather than calculation, and an active probing based method to measure utilisation via the delay distribution of probes rather than through careful passive monitoring. It also makes no use of physical layer information such as signal strength. As an active method, it requires cooperation from both the client and server side, whereas our approach is passive. Nonetheless, we compare against the associated ‘probegap’ tool from [3] in section V-C. The workshop paper [14] also points out the importance of utilisation (the ‘channel time proportion’) and points out as we do that contention should allow a nominal available bandwidth to be achieved since other sources will suffer due to backoff.

In [15], the ‘DietTOPP’ method is presented, and used to measure the available bandwidth in a hybrid wired and wireless setting. Wireless links in isolation are not considered, and the capacity of the wireless link is assumed to be fixed. Their technique (based on the wireline TOPP method) reports a single bandwidth prediction assumed to be relevant for all packet sizes. The bandwidth results depend on probe size which contradicts the TOPP theory on which the method is based.
IV. SPEEDO

The aim of Speedo is to combine the factors with the greatest impact on IP level available bandwidth together in a way which is simple, robust, and practically achievable. These factors are packet size, data rate, PER, signal strength, and channel utilisation, relative to the link between the AP and our client station.

Other parameters which would give insight into available bandwidth, notably the number of active users of the AP which impacts strongly on contention, are also important, however for simplicity, robustness, and computational reasons we do not attempt to measure or infer these directly.

The underlying idea is very simple. First, passive measurement is used to measure the channel utilisation $\rho$, the proportion of time when the channel is free. Second, RSSI and the physical component of PER are used to determine the highest achievable data rate $r_\ell^*$ relative to an IP packet of size $l$. The bandwidth estimate for a flow of packets of this size is then simply given by

$$B(l) = (1 - \rho) \cdot IPB(l, r_\ell^*, c)$$

for some suitably chosen $c$. The definition composes two distinct tasks, the measurement of $\rho$, and the determination of $r_\ell$. We describe these separately below, and describe the role of PER in section IV-C, before returning to discuss and refine equation (3) in section IV-D.

A. Channel Utilisation $\rho$

The 802.11 MAC protocol is far from a FIFO queue. As a result, FIFO specific measures of system load, such as one-way delay, are not direct measures of system state and so are difficult to exploit. The system utilisation however is a meaningful metric for a much wider class of systems, and so is a clear candidate as a means to tackle available bandwidth.

In Speedo the station measures $\rho$ by individually accounting, over each time block of duration $T_\rho$ (currently set to $T_\rho = 1$ [sec]), the channel busy time due to each frame seen by the station monitor (including SIFS, DIFS bands etc.).

It is important to note that this is a precision monitoring approach, involving a minimum of (potentially problematic) protocol based inference, such as assuming an ACK is paired to a single data packet, or that certain rates are used - to the extent possible everything is explicitly measured. In this way we are including diverse effects which may be otherwise difficult to measure or infer. For example repeated unnecessary retransmissions of data or ACKs are taken into account simply by noting which frames actually appear. In addition, although hidden terminals will result in some exchanges being only partially heard, leading to $\rho$ being measured low, they will still be at least partially included indirectly via the accounting of packet missing due to contention-generated loss. We compensate for this by inflating $\rho$ based on the assumption that for each frame seen with a retry bit set there was another unrecorded one of the same size, sent at the same rate, which was not recorded.

In fact there are no hidden terminals, that is if the channel acts like a wired hub, where ‘everyone hears everything’, then, collisions and driver anomalies aside, our monitoring approach will miss very little that is happening. The reported utilisation $\rho$ will be close to exact.

Note that the MAC mechanisms which infer when the channel is busy, currently used to support collision avoidance (also known as Virtual Collision Avoidance), are ideally suited to the measurement of $\rho$, but are not used for this purpose. Doing so would result in both greater accuracy and much reduced overhead for the station monitor.

B. Data Rate Determination

Utilisation gives a measure of how much ‘free space’ there is in the wireless channel, but does not tell us how it will be used. Clearly, the channel data rate will have a dramatic impact on bandwidth (regardless of how it is defined), as will the choice of packet size, as Figure 1 illustrates in a particular case. Whereas the user might control or know the relevant packet size, the question of which data rate to apply is less straightforward.

A tempting pragmatic answer is simply to duplicate the decisions of the drivers’ rate selection algorithm (assuming this can be done). However, a given algorithm may make a poor decision which we may not want to replicate. For example, a key problem with current algorithms is that they will react to high PER by lowering the rate. However, if the measured high PER is dominated by contention, whereas the physical component is low, then this is precisely the wrong thing to do. Lowering the rate will only increase $\rho$ and decrease IP bandwidth, and hence make contention worse. In contrast, Speedo aims to determine immediately what an achievable rate at acceptable PER would be based on current conditions.

The determination of an achievable rate is closely connected to PER, and in that context, signal strength is of fundamental importance. However, researchers agree (see for example [16]) with wireless users that RSSI can be a poor indicator of achievable throughput. One reason is that PER combines physical layer and contention related components, and RSSI is directly related only to the former. We began our work with experiments designed to characterise the relationships between rate and the above parameters in practice.

We collected RSSI and measurements of PER at an AP running 802.11a for the packets of a simple greedy UDP source (using iPerf) which saturated the channel between the AP and the station. Six typical locations about an office area were used in order to obtain a spread of RSSI and hence SNR. At each of these, for each of the 802.11a rates $r = \{6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 54\}$ Mbps, and packet sizes $l = \{48, 540, 1500\}$ bytes, data was collected over 5.5 minutes. The results showed no clear pattern of any kind. In particular grouping results together based on similar RSSI gave no consistent behaviour with respect to any other variable. Hypothesising that complex interference effects makes results at different locations incompatible, we next stratified the data according to location and reexamined it. The parameter de-
of tone. Of more relevance here however is the fact that, for a given fixed PER cutoff threshold (a vertical line in the map), the \((r,l,\text{RSSI})\) combinations which lie to the left or right of it follow no simple relationship.

The map represents a memory of the physical parameter relationships found in the environments experienced by the AP-station pair. The role of RSSI is effectively to select which of these environments is active at a given time, but cannot on its own be used to predict \(r\). For example the three locations here could correspond to moving a laptop between an office, a colleague’s office and a meeting room, in which case a measurement of the current RSSI would effectively select the applicable sub-map (such as the black one in Figure 3). With greater mobility, RSSI would play a more dynamic role, operating on smaller timescales, selecting values of most relevance to conditions encountered previously.

**Rate determination algorithm** (for a given map)

- Measure average RSSI \(s\) over time interval \(T_s\).
- Select a packet size \(l\) of interest.
- Determine an acceptable PER threshold value \(c(l,s)\).
- Set \(r^*\) to be the highest rate of points in the map with \(l\) and \(s\) such that \(\text{PER} \leq c(l,s)\).

If no such rate exists, set \(r^*\) to the lowest data rate.

How to choose \(c(l,s)\) is addressed in the next subsection. Note that, although a map is in some sense just recording the prior decisions of a given driver/card combination, this algorithm is not constrained to duplicate those decisions as it free to choose which points in the map to recommend.

In this paper, we generate maps ‘off-line’ using a single greedy source and no contention as described above. We are currently working on methods to measure maps on-line.

Although the example map of Figure 3 was generated using ‘downloads’, that is data packets flowed from the AP to the station, normally the initialisation and use of the map will include both downloads and uploads. This is as it should be, since Speedo aims to measure the wireless channel only,
which as a shared medium is in most respects agnostic as to data direction. In particular, channel utilisation is inherently symmetric, as is the IPB formula. In the maps generated below to validate Speedo, we use uploads.

C. PER selection

A target BER which is commonly used in 802.11 is $10^{-5}$, corresponding to PER $= 0.12$ for a 1500 byte packet. We adopt $e^* = 0.05$ and use it to select feasible values of $r$ within the map. Note that this works because the map is based on physical PER only, and the key point regarding PER selection is that it must not be influenced by MAC level contention.

D. The Speedo Algorithm

We now complete the definition of Speedo.

We first determine of value of $c$ to be used in equation 3. In the case of a single greedy user, a value of $C_w/2$ is appropriate as it corresponds to the average backoff of any station.

Now consider the issue, deferred from section IV-A, of selecting a value of $c$ to be included in the $\rho$ measurement. The problem here is we do not know the number of sources. We therefore conservatively choose $c' = C_w/2$ for $\rho$ calculation. Note that this will tend to inflate $\rho$, resulting in an underestimate of available bandwidth.

Combining the approaches adopted in this section, a more complete equation describing Speedo can now be given as

$$B(l, s^*, e^*; c, c') = (1 - \rho(c')) \cdot \text{IPB}(l, r^*(l, s^*, e^*), c)$$

$s^*$ selects the sub-map of relevance based on current RSSI, $e^*$ selects an acceptable physical level performance, $r^*$ is given by the map, using the current environment, acceptable physical performance, and packet size of interest, $c$ is set to $C_w/2$ to reflect the average amount of backoff the client station frames will suffer, $c'$ is set to $C_w/2$ to overestimate the average amount of backoff other frames will suffer, $1 - \rho(c')$ is the mainly measured, but partially inferred, fraction of time when the channel is available, and IPB adjusts for the $r$ and $l$ dependent overhead.

When contention effects are small, Speedo should accurately implement the idea of filling available space with packets of an achievable size, though with some underestimation due to $c'$. When contention effects are not small, or competing traffic is elastic, competing traffic can back off and Speedo's prediction will be an underestimate. Hence we expect Speedo to give a value which is in general achievable, but the actual available bandwidth obtainable can be larger.

V. Performance

In this section we test the performance of Speedo in a number of different stationary scenarios using 802.11e. Two physically different ‘RSSI environments’ will be used, for which sub-maps are established off-line via a prior map measurement phase as described above. The combined map is shown in Figure 6.

We begin by describing our validation methodology in the context of particular examples from the systematic results of section V-B. The results shown below (except for probegap comparisons) are for a single repetition (one realisation) only, however we are confident in their stability and reproducibility based on numerous repetitions not reported here.

A. Validation Methodology with Examples

The top plot in Figure 4 shows the details of a typical experiment involving $N = 2$ cross traffic (CT) stations (green and red), each of which uses ITG to send a Poisson cross traffic stream of rate 10Mbps toward the AP. For the first 60 seconds of the experiment a third station, the client station using Speedo, listens and measures $\rho$, and then makes its achievable bandwidth prediction shown by the thick grey horizontal line (at around 9Mbps).

After estimation the validation phase begins, whereby validation traffic (VT) from the client steadily ramps up its offered load (shown by the grey steps), which continues to rise even as the VT throughput (black curve) saturates, which happens almost immediately in the top plot. Between each step the VT is paused so that any CT traffic backlogs can clear, an operation clearly visible by the spikes in CT throughput. In
this homogeneous experiment, both CT and the VT streams share the same \((l, r) = (1500\text{ bytes}, 54\text{ Mbps})\). In the case of VT this combination is authorised by the high quality (black) environment in the map (Figure 6) using \(e^* = 0.05\).

The VT is again a Poisson UDP stream generated by ITG, and the blue points across the top of the plot show the total throughput over all three stations. The VT saturation level (black horizontal dashed line) is based on averaging the VT from a point (marked by the large red symbol) clearly past the saturation onset. The error in Speedo’s prediction is given by the difference between this saturation level and the grey prediction line below it.

This first example shows, as expected. Speedo’s achievable bandwidth estimate being below, but close to, the available bandwidth determined by the VT saturation. The bottom plot in Figure 4 shows a scenario which is similar in all respects to the first, except that only one CT station is present, providing the same aggregate CT load of 20Mbps. In this case, contention forces the CT to back off, effectively becoming starved of resources and hence greedy. The fair share property of the MAC window contention algorithm is then effectively ‘activated’, resulting in the VT stealing bandwidth from the CT station.

Speedo’s achievable bandwidth prediction is indeed achieved, but as expected is well below the available bandwidth in this case. Again we see that queued CT drains as VT pauses, and when VT is on, total traffic is constant even as the share varies.

### B. Test Cases

The methodology described above was repeated systematically over a range of parameters, using both the green and black sub-maps. The detailed findings (PER, SNR etc) were in general terms in agreement with the examples given above. The main exceptions were cases when CT stations backed off despite the absence of the window contention fairness effect. This seems to be due to data rates being higher than was warranted, resulting in high physical and very high total PER for those stations. As ever, backing off results in the client station gaining more bandwidth than Speedo would predict.

Figure 5 gives the error in Speedo’s estimates (using the high RSSI black sub-map) over a range of homogeneous configurations, where the CT and VT streams all share the same \((l, r)\) (complete details given in table I). In each figure the aggregate CT load is kept constant as the number \(N\) of CT stations varies. Each plot corresponds to a value of \(r\), and the vertical scale is chosen to match, allowing absolute and relative errors to be immediately grasped. We see that the errors are typically small. In fact in a number of cases parameters are such that one or more CT streams is starved and bandwidth sharing kicks in, creating a positive error. In particular, this occurs in almost all cases when \(N = 1\) and all cases with errors above 3Mbps. We have marked such cases by ‘greying out’ the corresponding points. We therefore see that in essentially all cases, significant errors are due to backing off effects, and not to other causes. In all cases Speedo’s achievable bandwidth was shown to be just that. We tried other configurations with more heterogeneous parameters and found the same result. Finally, we considered cases where the VT is replaced by a greedy TCP stream, to see if it can utilise the bandwidth which Speedo considers achievable. We ran several such scenarios, and found in most cases results very similar to those witnessed above using UDP validation traffic. The achievable bandwidth is used, and if the CT streams do not backoff, TCP can go no further, whereas if fairness is activated,
it can. The exceptions have some strange artifacts which we could not explain, but it is likely they are due simply to bugs. We are continuing to investigate this point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>(r)</th>
<th>(l)</th>
<th>offered (pkts/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

**Validation experiments (CT aggregate offered load).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>(r)</th>
<th>(l)</th>
<th>offered (pkts/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

**CT Scenario used with probegap (low SNR sub-map)**

C. Speedo versus Probegap

As described in Section III, probegap has a number of disadvantages compared to Speedo in terms of using active probes, and requiring AP cooperation. It also requires that \(r\) be supplied to it by some other capacity estimation tool. Here we focus on its estimation accuracy.

Probegap estimates \(\rho\) by measuring the knee in an empirical CDF of delays of active probes, related to the probability of finding the channel idle and therefore experiencing a minimum delay. In practice however, the knee may be very indistinct or even absent, and its value is a sensitive function of details of the knee detection algorithm. This results in highly variable \(\rho\) estimates. Since probegap, like Speedo, is built on using \(\rho\) to measure available space in the channel, this is serious drawback.

We performed comparisons using parameter values where the knee could at least be found. We use our own knee finding algorithm, since the original one was not clearly specified. The CT is described in table II using the low SNR (green) sub-map, and since probegap requires rate to be supplied a priori, here we used fixed \(r\) values for both methods.

As table III shows, Speedo outperforms probegap by a considerable margin for the parameters and scenarios we tried.

VI. Future Work

In this paper we have introduced Speedo, a method to provide a lower bound, which we call achievable bandwidth, to the available bandwidth that a greedy source could obtain from a WiFi network. The method has a number of inherent advantages, including being based on passive monitoring, not requiring assistance from the access point, is directly applicable or easily adaptable to all 802.11 variants, and based only on driver monitoring capabilities likely to be available into the future. It is based on the careful application of a zero contention model, based on a direct measurement of channel utilisation, to the realistic case where contention may or not be present. In the former case, we show in controlled experiments in an office environment that the measured achievable bandwidth is indeed in general achieved and is close to the measured available bandwidth. In the latter case, the station can steal more bandwidth from other sources but Speedo continues to deliver useful results. Speedo incorporates physical layer effects by the use of a novel way to capture the key dependencies of physical packet error rate (PER), the map, which records the station-specific relationship between PER, packet size, RSSI, and the data rate to select. There are many directions for future work. In particular, our experiments, although fairly realistic in several ways, were conducted in stationary environments where stations had fixed rates, and cross traffic streams were mainly simple Poisson processes. These assumptions need to be relaxed. A system capable of initialising and refreshing a map in a scalable way is another area of importance and a key step to deployable software.
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```markdown
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>(r)</th>
<th>(l)</th>
<th>offered (pkts/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**TABLE III**

**Results of probegap and speedo comparison**